TNA Application Form

Training services
(only for preview)

The application form is built with conditional logic and includes some questions
and fields that only show based on the answer given to specific questions.
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Welcome to the ATMO-ACCESS TransNational Access proposal online submission form. Before filling out the
form, don't forget to check the application guidelines available on the ATMO-ACCESS website as well as the
previews of the form.
The ATMO-ACCESS project - through the CNR, acting as the Work Package Leader for TransNational Access needs to collect some basic user personal information and data for the means of processing applications
for TNA under the ATMO-ACCESS project TransNational Access calls.
The ATMO-ACCESS will gather and securely store your data. Access will be restricted to required personnel,
relevant TNA providers and selected qualified external evaluators, who will help determine successful
applicants. Answers, informed consent and data will be stored at CNR, Italy, for the duration of this project,
which should last 4 years. Your data will not be used for any other purpose than your TNA application and
related reporting activities.
For more information, please read our privacy notice https://www.atmo-access.eu/atmo access-privacypolicy/, and the Google privacy policy https://policies.google.com/privacy
By submitting this form, you are also giving us permission to contact you.

Email
mandatory field

I voluntarily agree to participate in this evaluation process to be granted transnational access
to the ATMO-ACCESS research facilities. I have read and understood the above information.
mandatory field

PART A - General Information/ Information on the Applicant
A.1 - Information on the User group LEADER
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Name and Surname

Please indicate your first name followed by last name
mandatory field

Gender
Mandatory field, select from drop-down list

Nationality

Mandatory field

Profile

Mandatory field, select from drop-down list

Field of activity
Mandatory field, select from drop-down list

Please select your scientific field
Mandatory field, select from drop-down list
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Institution Name

Please indicate the name of the Institution where you are currently working
or studying
Mandatory field

Institution status

Please indicate the legal status of the Institution where you are currently
working or studying

Mandatory field, select from drop-down list

Institution address and country

Please indicate the country where your current institution is based
Mandatory field
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Access start date

Indicate the planned starting date of the access project, beginning from the
first access of a user group member to an ATMO-ACCESS facility. In case
individual access of users have different planned dates, please provide
details in section A.2 and describe the planned organization in section B.1 –
Experimental method and working plan".
Mandatory field, select date from calendar

Access end date

Please indicate the planned end date of the access project
Mandatory field, select date from calendar

Potential flexibility of project dates?

Please, indicate how flexible the planned access dates can be, providing
details if necessary (e.g., need on specific climatic conditions)
Mandatory field

Does the user group include other members?
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice. If YES, details on each member of the user group will be requested
in a following question in section A2
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A.3 - Scientific excellence of the user group
Are there any references/publications of the user group in the domain of the application?
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice. If YES, details on the publications will be requested in a following
question (see A.3.1). Otherwise, the applicant will be requested to upload a short CV

A.3.1 Publications of the user group

List 5 publications of the user group in the domain of the
application
Please provide a list of at least 5 recent, relevant publications of the
participating scientists in the field of the project.
1
2
3
4
5

A.4 - Information on the requested TransNational Access
Information on the proposed access project

Facilities to be accessed via ATMO-ACCESS

Proposed mode / form of access
Mandatory field, select from multiple choice
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Host Facility/ies

Select the facility/ies you are willing to access. The list provides the Facility's
name, two-digit Country code and the type of facility (OBS for Observation
facilities, ASC for Atmospheric Simulation Chambers, MOB for Mobile
facilities, CL for Central Laboratories).
Tick all that apply
Responses Selected:
Facility short name, Country code, type of facility

Type of access requested
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice

Are you a new user?

New user is a user that has never accessed the requested facility-ies before
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice

Is there a facility similar to that/all those you wish to utilize in the country where you work?
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice

Have you discussed the proposal with the access provider/s?

Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice
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Main category of requested service/s:

Please pay attention when selecting the category of service, as the form is
different based on this selection. Anyway, if halfway you realize that another
category applies better, you can always go back to this section and change
the preference. Whenever you go back and then forward again, the form
automatically saves the answers so that you don’t have to fill them in again.
That works until the final submission of the form.
Mandatory field, select from Multiple choice

Please specify the scientific domains of the project. Highlight any cross-disciplinary aspect of
the access, if applicable
Mandatory field

Title & Acronym of the project
Mandatory field
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PART B – Detailed information for training services
only
Indicate the training event for which you are applying (if applicable, please refer to specific
courses organized by the facility, customised training services, etc.)

Mandatory field
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Training objectives (max 1300 characters)
Please, explain why you are applying for this training, what you hope to learn from it, describe your
training requirements in the scientific and technological scope and/or how it will benefit your professional
development
Mandatory field

B.2 - Further assistance needed from / at the facility
during access
Onsite support is offered free of charge but details need to be
provided

Administrative / logistical support
Please, describe the type of administrative and logistic assistance needed
from the facility/at the facility.
Mandatory field

Technological / scientific support
Please, describe the type of technological and scientific support needed from the facility/at the facility.
Mandatory field

Other
Please describe any other type of support needed
Mandatory field
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PART C - Final Statements
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